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SECTION A – DISCLOSURE ON MALAYSIAN CODE ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

Disclosures in this section are pursuant to Paragraph 15.25 of Bursa Malaysia Listing 

Requirements. 

 

Intended Outcome 

Every company is headed by a board, which assumes responsibility for the company’s 

leadership and is collectively responsible for meeting the objectives and goals of the company. 

 

Practice 1.1 

The board should set the company’s strategic aims, ensure that the necessary resources are 

in place for the company to meet its objectives and review management performance. The 

board should set the company’s values and standards, and ensure that its obligations to its 

shareholders and other stakeholders are understood and met. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The board of directors (“the Board” or “Directors”) of Capital A Berhad 
(formerly known as AirAsia Group Berhad) (“Capital A” or “the 
Company”) is responsible for the oversight of the overall management 
of the Company and retains full and effective control over the affairs of 
the Company.  The duties, powers and functions of the Board are 
governed by the Constitution of the Company, the Companies Act 2016, 
Capital Markets and Services Act 2007, Malaysian Code on Corporate 
Governance 2021 (“MCCG”), Main Market Listing Requirements 
(“MMLR”) of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad (“Bursa Malaysia”) and 
other regulatory guidelines and requirements. 
 
The Board is guided by the Board Charter in discharging its duties and 
responsibilities effectively, whilst certain functions have been 
delegated to the Chief Executive Officer of the Company (“CEO”), senior 
management and the committees, namely the Audit Committee (“AC”), 
Nomination and Remuneration Committee (“NRC”), Risk Management 
and Sustainability Committee (“RMSC”), and the Group Safety Review 
Board (“SRB”) (collectively, referred to as “Committees”). The 
delegation of authority to the Committees, the CEO, Executive Directors 
and senior management are set out in the Board Charter and in the 
terms of reference (“TOR”) of the respective Committees, as well as the 
corporate governance framework set out in the Corporate Governance 
Overview Statement in the Annual Report 2021. The Board Charter and 
TORs are available on the Company’s website at 
https://capitala.airasia.com/  
 
(a) Promote good corporate governance (“CG”) culture 

 
The Board together with the CEO and senior management are 
committed in promoting good CG culture within Capital A’s group 
of companies (“the Group”), by reinforcing ethical, prudent, and 
professional behaviour and has also devoted considerable effort to 
identify and formalise best practices. The Board believes that sound 

https://capitala.airasia.com/
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and effective CG practices are fundamental to ensuring smooth and 
transparent operations of a company to attract investment, sustain 
long-term shareholder value while safeguarding the interests of 
stakeholders.  
 
The Board, in discharging its duties and responsibilities, is governed 
by the Board Charter and Limits of Authority (“LOA”), which clearly 
sets out the relevant matters and applicable limits, including those 
reserved for the Board’s approval, and those which the Board may 
delegate to the Committees, the CEO and senior management. 
Some matters reserved for the Board’s approval include the 
Group’s strategic plans, major capital expenditure, and approval of 
new business activities and ventures of the Company, corporate 
governance issues, dividend policy and external financial reporting. 
 

(b) Guide the strategic business directions of the Group and oversee 
the conduct of the Group’s businesses and investments 
 
The CEO is responsible, amongst other things, to steer and direct 
the business direction of the Group; to develop, implement and 
monitor strategies for the Group, and in view of current age of 
digital transformation, to explore new business opportunities 
within digital, aviation, digital-related or aviation-related 
industries.   
 
The Board however, also plays an active role in the development of 
the Company’s strategy, and monitors the performance and 
implementation through its Board meetings. The Board meets at 
least five (5) times a year, with additional meetings convened as 
required. The Board reviews and/or approves amongst others, 
quarterly financial results and operating performance of the Group 
against the annual budget and business plan for that year; strategic 
investments; and the Group’s risk profile as well as sustainability 
activities. 
 
The Board also reviews, challenges and decides on management’s 
proposals for the Group, and monitors its implementation by 
management, to ensure that the strategic plan of the Group 
supports long-term value creation, which includes strategies on 
economic, environmental and social considerations underpinning 
sustainability. Details of the Group’s sustainability efforts for the 
year ended 31 December 2021 (“Financial Year”) is set out in the 
Sustainability Statement in the Annual Report 2021. 
 
The Chairperson of the AC informs the Board, of any salient matters 
raised at the AC meetings, which requires the Board’s attention or 
direction. The AC assists the Board in the discharge of its fiduciary 
duties, overseeing the financial reporting process and ensuring that 
the results of the Company’s operations are fairly presented in its 
financial statements. The full AC Report is set out in the Annual 
Report 2021. 
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(c) To supervise and assess management performance to determine 

whether the business of the Company is being properly managed 
 
The Board delegates responsibility for the day-to-day operation of 
the business to the CEO to ensure that the Company operates 
within a framework of prudent and effective controls. The 
management’s performance under the leadership of the CEO is 
monitored by the Board through a status report which includes a 
comprehensive summary of the Group’s operating drivers and 
financial performance during each quarterly reporting meeting.   
 
The Board is also kept informed of key strategic initiatives, 
significant operational issues and the Group’s performance. 
Relevant members of the management attended the Board 
meetings to support the CEO in presenting the updates on the 
progress of key initiatives, business targets and achievements to 
date, and to provide clarification on the queries and issues raised 
by the Board. The Chief Legal Officer was also in attendance of the 
Board meetings to respond to any enquiries by the Board on legal 
and regulatory matters of the Group. 
 

(d) To ensure that senior management has the necessary skills and 
experience and there are measures in place for the orderly 
succession planning of the Board and senior management 
 
The Board through the NRC is responsible to ensure that there is 
effective and orderly succession planning of the Board and senior 
management in the Company and the Group. The NRC is 
responsible to make recommendations on the nomination policy, 
succession planning framework, training programmes, to report on 
the performance and areas of improvement to the Board at the end 
of each fiscal year; and any related matters for Directors and senior 
management. 
 

(e) To ensure there is a sound framework for risk management and 
internal controls 
 
The Board is committed to oversee the internal controls and risk 
management systems within the Group, including the review of its 
adequacy, integrity and effectiveness to safeguard shareholders’ 
interests and the Group’s assets. 
 
The RMSC oversees the risk management activities of Company and 
the Group. It supports the Board in fulfilling its responsibility for 
identifying significant risks and ensuring the implementation of 
appropriate systems to manage the overall risk exposure of the 
Group. The RMSC also provides direction and advise on listing of 
key sustainability indices that enhance investor valuation of the 
Company. 
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The RMSC reviews and recommends for the Board’s approval the 
annual Corporate Risk Profile which specifies the key enterprise 
risks considering the strategic objectives of the Group. The RMSC 
then monitors the key risks facing the business to stay current on 
governance practices relating to the risk, and also oversees the 
compliance with regulatory and statutory requirements.  
 
The Board is satisfied that risk management policies and 
procedures designed and implemented by the senior management 
of the Company through the RMSC and Group Risk Management 
department is prudent in ensuring that effective internal controls 
and risk management systems are in place to enable potential risks 
to be assessed and managed. The Statement on Risk Management 
and Internal Control is set out in the Annual Report 2021. 
 

(f) Effective communication for stakeholder engagement 
 
The Board is committed in providing effective and timely 
communication with its stakeholders. The Group uses a number of 
formal channels for effective dissemination of information to the 
public, namely the annual report, announcements, quarterly 
financial results and media statements, which are released to Bursa 
Malaysia and published on Capital A’s website. The contact page on 
Capital A’s website provides the email addresses for investor 
relations inquiries, share registry, etc. 
 

(g) Ensuring integrity of the Company’s financial and non-financial 
reporting  
 
In carrying out its governance oversight, the Board emphasised the 
importance of embracing integrity and ethical values across the 
organisation. The same applies to the Company’s financial and non-
financial reporting to ensure reliability, timeliness, transparency 
and compliance with the relevant standards. With reference to the 
adoption and implementation of Capital A’s Anti-Bribery and Anti-
Corruption Policy (“ABAC Policy”), which was put in place since 1 
June 2020, and the management had conducted a gap analysis to 
ensure that this ABAC Policy is applied in all dealings that could give 
rise to bribery and/or corruption. In this regard, various 
departments within the organisation are assessed for risks related 
to corruption. Risk control, due diligence and anti-bribery and anti-
corruption controls are carried out on these departments to 
reduce, mitigate and prevent potential risks. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 
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Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Every company is headed by a board, which assumes responsibility for the company’s 

leadership and is collectively responsible for meeting the objectives and goals of the company. 

 

Practice 1.2 

A Chairman of the board who is responsible for instilling good corporate governance practices, 

leadership and effectiveness of the board is appointed. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: YBhg Datuk Kamarudin bin Meranun, a Non-Independent Executive 
Director, is the chairman of the Board (“Chairman”) and his profile is set 
out in the profile of Directors in the Annual Report 2021.  
 
The key responsibilities of the Chairman include but are not limited to 
the following: 
 
(i) To take the lead in engaging with the Government, aviation 

regulators and airport authorities in Malaysia and markets where 
the Group currently and will potentially operate;  

(ii) To lead the Board in setting the values and standards of Capital A 
and oversee the Board in the effective discharge of its role; 

(iii) To steer effective, productive and comprehensive discussions 
among Board members and management on key issues pertinent 
to the business and operations of the Group;  

(iv) To ensure constructive relations are maintained between the Board 
and management; and  

(v) to instil good corporate governance practices, leadership and 
effectiveness of the Board.  

 
The Chairman, with the assistance of the CEO and the Company 
Secretary, sets the agenda for each Board meeting based on the annual 
meeting calendar, and the same is circulated to the Board members 
accordingly.   
 
During the Board meetings, the Chairman leads the discussion, allowing 
sufficient time for deliberations on key issues and complex matters. He 
also encourages active participation and allows views, including dissent 
to be freely expressed.   
 
The Chairman also plays a key role in the conduct of general meetings. 
Besides ensuring the proper flow of resolutions tabled at the meeting, 
he manages the communication on the floor and encourages active 
participation from shareholders, allowing sufficient time during the 
questions and answers session. He also ensures appropriate steps are 
taken to provide effective communication with stakeholders and that 
their views are communicated to the Board as a whole. 
 
The roles and responsibilities of the Chairman have been clearly 
specified in Paragraph 6.6 of the Board Charter. 
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Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Every company is headed by a board, which assumes responsibility for the company’s 

leadership and is collectively responsible for meeting the objectives and goals of the company. 

 

Practice 1.3 

The positions of Chairman and CEO are held by different individuals. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: In line with the MCCG, the positions of the Chairman and CEO of Capital 
A are held by different individuals to maintain effective check and 
balance.   
 
The roles and responsibilities of the Chairman, Datuk Kamarudin bin 
Meranun, have been clearly specified in Paragraph 6.6 of the Board 
Charter. Based on his extensive experience in international finance, the 
Chairman is also the key person in handling very large and critical 
financing needs of the Company, and oversees the overall governance 
of the Group.  
 
Tan Sri Anthony Francis Fernandes is a Non-Independent Executive 
Director and the CEO of the Company. As the CEO, he is the driving force 
behind the digital strategy of the Group and provides overall leadership 
in building brand value, reducing costs and driving efficiencies to 
improve the performance of the airline and other businesses in the 
Group.   
 
The division of the roles and responsibilities of the Chairman and CEO 
are as set out in the Board Charter. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Every company is headed by a board, which assumes responsibility for the company’s 

leadership and is collectively responsible for meeting the objectives and goals of the company. 

 

Practice 1.4 

The Chairman of the board should not be a member of the Audit Committee, Nomination 

Committee or Remuneration Committee 

 

Note: If the board Chairman is not a member of any of these specified committees, but the board 
allows the Chairman to participate in any or all of these committees’ meetings, by way of invitation, 
then the status of this practice should be a ‘Departure’. 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Chairman of the Board, Datuk Kamarudin bin Meranun, is not a 
member of the AC, NRC, RMSC or SRB of the Company, and does not 
participate in any of the Committees’ meetings by way of invitation or 
in any other capacity. The Company exhibits high level of corporate 
governance by putting emphasis on and promoting objective review by 
the Board on deliberations emanating from the Committees. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Every company is headed by a board, which assumes responsibility for the company’s 

leadership and is collectively responsible for meeting the objectives and goals of the company. 

 

Practice 1.5 

The board is supported by a suitably qualified and competent Company Secretary to provide 

sound governance advice, ensure adherence to rules and procedures, and advocate adoption 

of corporate governance best practices. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: During the Financial Year, Ms. Rebecca Kong Say Tsui (MAICSA 7039304) 
(SSM Practicing Certificate No.: 202008001003) (“Ms. Rebecca”) of 
Tricor Corporate Services Sdn. Bhd. and Mr. Harminder Singh a/l Jaila 
Singh (SSM Practicing Certificate No.: 201908001591) (LS0009855) 
(“Mr. Harry Jaila”) were the Company Secretaries of the Company. 
 
Ms. Rebecca is a qualified Company Secretary and an Associate member 
of the Malaysian Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators 
(MAICSA). She resigned from her position as a Company Secretary of 
Capital A in July 2021. 
 
Mr. Harry Jaila was appointed as the Group Company Secretary of 
Capital A in October 2020. Mr. Harry Jaila is a licenced company 
secretary and has more than 31 years’ experience in the legal field and 
more than 5 years’ experience in the company secretarial field. 
 
All Directors have unrestricted access to the Company Secretary, who 
also serves in that capacity in the various Committees, save for the SRB. 
The Company Secretary advises on measures to be taken and 
requirements to be observed by the Company and its Directors arising 
from new statutes and guidelines issued by Bursa Malaysia, the 
Securities Commission Malaysia (“SC”) and the Companies Commission 
of Malaysia (“CCM”). The Company Secretary also advises the Directors 
on their obligations and duties to disclose their interests in the 
Company’s securities, as well as any conflicts of interest in transactions 
involving the Company. 
 
Additionally, the Company Secretary monitors and ensures the timely 
lodgement of statutory documents with Bursa Malaysia, SC and CCM. 
 
The Company Secretary attends all Board, Committees and general 
meetings (save for SRB meetings, which are handled by the SRB) and 
ensures that accurate and proper records of the proceedings and 
resolutions passed are maintained in the statutory records at the 
registered office of the Company. The Company Secretary also 
facilitates timely communication of decisions made and policies set by 
the Board to the senior management for action. The Company Secretary 
works closely with the senior management to ensure that timely and 
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appropriate information flows within and to the Board and Committees, 
and between the Non-Executive Directors and senior management. 
 
The Company Secretary also serves notice to the Directors on the closed 
periods for trading in the Company’s securities, in accordance with 
Chapter 14 on Dealings in Listed Securities of the MMLR of Bursa 
Malaysia. 
 
The Company Secretary undertakes continuous professional 
development to keep abreast on current developments in laws and 
regulations related to corporations and businesses. 
 
The appointment and removal of the Company Secretary must be 
approved by the Board. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Every company is headed by a board, which assumes responsibility for the company’s 

leadership and is collectively responsible for meeting the objectives and goals of the company. 

 

Practice 1.6 

Directors receive meeting materials, which are complete and accurate within a reasonable 

period prior to the meeting. Upon conclusion of the meeting, the minutes are circulated in a 

timely manner. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The annual meeting dates of the Board and Committees are scheduled 
in advance so that the Directors can plan ahead and schedule these 
dates into their respective calendars. When exigencies prevent a 
Director from attending a Board or Committee meeting in person, such 
Director can participate by audio or video conference. 
 
The Directors’ attendance for Board and/or Committee meetings during 
the Financial Year is disclosed in the CG Overview Statement. 
 
Prior to Board and Committees meetings, all Directors receive the 
agenda and a set of Board/meeting papers duly signed and 
recommended by the relevant senior management personnel 
containing information for deliberation. This is to accord sufficient time 
for the Directors to review the Board papers and seek clarification, if 
required, from senior management or the Company Secretary. 
 
The Company encourages a paperless environment. It grants digital 
access to the Directors via a dedicated Google Drive for meeting 
documents. Google Drive allows them to access various company 
documents for easy reference and in a timely manner. Using Google 
Drive also enables the Company to control the access, internally and 
externally, to such meeting documents thus preserving the 
confidentiality thereof. 
 
Upon conclusion of the meeting, the Company Secretary would 
circulate the minutes of the meetings to the management who were 
present at the meeting and Directors for review to ensure that the 
minutes accurately reflect the proceedings of the meeting, including 
whether any Director abstained from voting or deliberating on a 
particular matter. The minutes of the meetings would be confirmed and 
signed by the Chairman at the forthcoming meetings which normally 
takes place within two (2) to three (3) months from the preceding 
meeting. 
 
The Company makes use of video conferencing facilities to enable the 
participation of senior management personnel from other offices 
without their having to travel when the need arises. The video 
conference allows the Board to have access to information in a timely 
manner from the relevant person in charge while saving time and cost. 
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Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

There is demarcation of responsibilities between the board, board committees and 

management.  

 

There is clarity in the authority of the board, its committees and individual directors. 

 

Practice 2.1 

The board has a board charter which is periodically reviewed and published on the company’s 

website. The board charter clearly identifies–  

▪ the respective roles and responsibilities of the board, board committees, individual 

directors and management; and 

▪ issues and decisions reserved for the board. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Board Charter informs prospective and existing Board members of 
their fiduciary duties and responsibilities as Directors of the Company. 
It sets out, amongst other things, the membership and operation of the 
Board and principles of good CG in accordance with the applicable laws. 
 
Paragraph 9.0 of the Board Charter sets out the division of roles 
between the Board and Committees and between the Board and 
Management, as well as the delegated authorities of certain functions 
to the following Committees to assist the Board with the execution of 
its responsibilities: - 
 
(a) AC; 
(b) NRC; 
(c) RMSC; and 
(d) SRB. 
 
Although the Board grants discretionary authority to its Committees to 
deliberate and decide on certain operational matters, the ultimate 
responsibility for final decision on all matters lies with the Board. 
 
As stated in Paragraph 24 of the Board Charter, the Board will review 
the Board Charter annually to ensure its relevance in assisting the Board 
to discharge its duties while adhering to any changes that may have 
arisen in corporate laws and regulations, and to remain consistent with 
the Board’s objectives and responsibilities. 
 
The Board Charter is available on the Company’s website at: 
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/capitala_Board-Charter.pdf  
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/capitala_Board-Charter.pdf
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Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

The board is committed to promoting good business conduct and maintaining a healthy 

corporate culture that engenders integrity, transparency and fairness.  

 

The board, management, employees and other stakeholders are clear on what is considered 

acceptable behaviour and practice in the company. 

 

Practice 3.1 

The board establishes a Code of Conduct and Ethics for the company, and together with 

management implements its policies and procedures, which include managing conflicts of 

interest, preventing the abuse of power, corruption, insider trading and money laundering.  

 

The Code of Conduct and Ethics is published on the company’s website. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Company has formalised ethical standards expected of its 
Directors, employees, agents and representatives through a Code of 
Conduct and Ethics which is available on the Company’s website at 
https://capitala.airasia.com/  
 
The Code of Conduct and Ethics allows the Company to do its business 
fairly, impartially, ethically, and with the utmost regard to safety. It 
regards integrity as the basis of the Company’s relationships with its 
guests, suppliers and communities. It ensures the Company’s Directors, 
employees, agents and representatives carry out their respective 
functions with honesty and impartiality, while complying with 
applicable laws and regulations. It sets out the prohibited activities or 
misconduct involving gifts, gratuities, bribes, dishonest behaviour and 
sexual harassment. The Code of Conduct and Ethics also promotes 
prudent management of conflict of interests to ensure objectivity in 
carrying out the Company’s duties. 
 
In addition to the Company’s own Code of Conduct and Ethics, the 
Directors are also required to observe the Code of Ethics established by 
the CCM in furtherance of their duties. 
 
The implementation of the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission 
(Amendment) Act 2018 which came into force on 1 June 2020 
introduced corporate liability for corruption offences involving 
commercial organisations. In consideration of the implementation of 
the law on corporate liability, the Company adopted its ABAC Policy on 
1 June 2020, which embodies the Group’s commitment to conduct its 
business in an honest and ethical manner by implementing and 
enforcing systems that ensure bribery and corruption is prevented and 
further, sets out permissible and non-permissible conduct in the 
business practices of the Group. The Company had on 1 June 2020 also 
adopted the ABAC Policy Statement which essentially communicates 
that the Group has a “Zero Tolerance” business principle towards 
bribery and corruption.  

https://capitala.airasia.com/
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The ABAC Policy and ABAC Policy Statement are available on the 
Company’s website via the following links: 
 
(a) ABAC Policy – https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/AAGB-ABAC-

Policy.pdf  
 

(b) ABAC Policy Statement - https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/ABAC-
Policy-Statement.pdf  

  
The Board is required to observe compliance of the ABAC Policy, Code 
of Conduct and Ethics, Board Charter, as well as the Code of Ethics and 
high standards of corporate governance at all times. The Board 
members are required to declare any personal, professional or business 
interest that may conflict with a director’s responsibilities. 
 
The senior management and Board will periodically review the ABAC 
Policy, Code of Conduct and Ethics and Board Charter, and thereafter 
communicate any changes throughout the Group. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   

 

  

https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/AAGB-ABAC-Policy.pdf
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/AAGB-ABAC-Policy.pdf
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/ABAC-Policy-Statement.pdf
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/ABAC-Policy-Statement.pdf
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Intended Outcome 

The board is committed to promoting good business conduct and maintaining a healthy 

corporate culture that engenders integrity, transparency and fairness.  

 

The board, management, employees and other stakeholders are clear on what is considered 

acceptable behaviour and practice in the company. 

 

Practice 3.2 

The board establishes, reviews and together with management implements policies and 

procedures on whistleblowing. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: In order to improve the overall organisational effectiveness and uphold 
the integrity of the Company, the Company has a whistleblowing 
programme which acts as a formal communication channel where all 
stakeholders can communicate their concerns in cases where the 
Company’s business conduct is deemed to be contrary to its common 
values. 
 
All concerns are addressed to the Group Head of Internal Audit who will 
then assess such concerns and recommend the appropriate action, and 
subsequently compile all reports received. All such reports are tabled 
to and reviewed by the AC quarterly. 
 
All details including the name and position of the whistle-blower will be 
kept strictly confidential throughout the investigation proceedings. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

The company addresses sustainability risks and opportunities in an integrated and strategic 

manner to support its long-term strategy and success. 

 

Practice 4.1 

The board together with management takes responsibility for the governance of sustainability 

in the company including setting the company’s sustainability strategies, priorities and targets. 

 

The board takes into account sustainability considerations when exercising its duties including 

among others the development and implementation of company strategies, business plans, 

major plans of action and risk management. 

 

Strategic management of material sustainability matters should be driven by senior 

management. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Group’s sustainability strategies, priorities and targets are part of 
the Company’s strategy plan(s) and are approved by the Board.  
Sustainability matters in the Group are addressed as part of its overall 
business strategy which covers 9 Environmental, Social and Governance 
("ESG") material issues, including Climate Strategy, Information Security 
and Health & Safety. These are governed across different leadership 
levels within the Company and Group, i.e. the Board, RMSC, 
management as well as key departments and support functions. 
 
The Board has overall responsibility for sustainability and setting the 
Group’s strategic direction taking into account sustainability 
considerations, including matters involving climate strategy. To further 
strengthen the Company’s sustainability governance, the remit of the 
Board’s Risk Management Committee was expanded to include 
oversight of sustainability matters and renamed the Risk Management 
and Sustainability Committee. 
 
In fulfilling its responsibilities in sustainability, the Board and RMSC are 
supported by the Sustainability Working Group (“SWG”) which 
comprises heads of departments and lines of business (LOBs) across the 
Group. The SWG is chaired by the Head of Group Sustainability, who 
takes the lead in managing sustainability targets by collaborating closely 
with various departments and internal functions within Capital A, and 
reports the Company’s progress to the RMSC and/or Board on a 
quarterly basis. 
 
During the Financial Year, the SWG and the Board convened to discuss 
the following matters: 
 
(a) Review of key stakeholders, material matters and materiality 

matrix;  
(b) Sustainability strategy, targets and initiatives; and  
(c) Sustainability reporting performance and updates. 
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Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

The company addresses sustainability risks and opportunities in an integrated and strategic 

manner to support its long-term strategy and success. 

 

Practice 4.2 

The board ensures that the company’s sustainability strategies, priorities and targets as well 

as performance against these targets are communicated to its internal and external 

stakeholders. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Group defines its stakeholders as those who are impacted through 
its operations as well as those with a vested interest therein. These 
stakeholders are grouped into the following 10 categories with which 
the Group maintains open and ongoing dialogue through various 
engagement channels:- 
 

(a) Board of Directors;  
(b) Employees (Allstars); 
(c) Business Partners;  
(d) Customers (Guests); 
(e) Investors; 
(f) Market Analysts; 
(g) Regulators/Government Bodies; 
(h) Social Enterprises; 
(i) Suppliers; and 
(j) Local Communities. 

 
During the Financial Year, the Group refreshed its material matters to 
better align its strategies and improve performance and reporting 
disclosures. A comprehensive materiality survey was conducted which 
included engagement with 472 internal and external stakeholders to 
better understand their ESG expectations. Moving forward, the Group 
aims to develop a key performance indicator for its material matters to 
better measure progress, impact and value creation. 
 
The Group’s sustainability strategies, priorities and targets and progress 
are reported in the Sustainability Statement included in the Annual 
Report 2021. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  
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Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

The company addresses sustainability risks and opportunities in an integrated and strategic 

manner to support its long-term strategy and success. 

 

Practice 4.3 

The board takes appropriate action to ensure they stay abreast with and understand the 

sustainability issues relevant to the company and its business, including climate-related risks 

and opportunities. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: Sustainability remains a key focus area for the Board. The Board is 
updated at its meetings, through reports from the RMSC, Group Head 
of Sustainability and management, on key sustainability issues including 
climate-related risks and opportunities. 
 
During the Financial Year, the Board approved the Company's 
commencement of alignment with the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (“TCFD”) framework. Members of the Board also 
attended Bursa Malaysia's workshops to enhance their sustainability 
competence such as TCFD and human rights trainings.  
 
Other sustainability priorities and issues relevant to the Company and 
its business are set out in the Sustainability Statement included in the 
Annual Report 2021. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

The company addresses sustainability risks and opportunities in an integrated and strategic 

manner to support its long-term strategy and success. 

 

Practice 4.4 

Performance evaluations of the board and senior management include a review of the 

performance of the board and senior management in addressing the company’s material 

sustainability risks and opportunities. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: Board performance evaluations are conducted annually to assess each 
Director’s professional competency, attributes, and personality. The 
NRC has assessed and agreed that the overall results of the Board 
performance evaluation for the Financial Year was satisfactory.  
 
The evaluation also includes an assessment of the performance of the 
Board in addressing the Group’s material sustainability risks and 
opportunities. Within the evaluation, the Board has also assessed the 
senior management on overall sustainability management in meeting 
the Group’s sustainability targets.  
 
Based on the results of the performance evaluation, the NRC is satisfied 
that the Board members are knowledgeable and have the depth of 
understanding on the sustainability issues that are relevant to the 
Group. The NRC also assessed and agreed that the senior management 
has addressed the ESG risks in its risk reporting to the RMSC and Board 
and monitored the Group’s sustainability targets. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

The company addresses sustainability risks and opportunities in an integrated and strategic 

manner to support its long-term strategy and success. 

 

Practice 4.5- Step Up 

The board identifies a designated person within management, to provide dedicated focus to 

manage sustainability strategically, including the integration of sustainability considerations in 

the operations of the company. 

 

Note: The explanation on adoption of this practice should include a brief description of the 
responsibilities of the designated person and actions or measures undertaken pursuant to the role in 
the financial year. 

Application : Adopted 

Explanation on 
adoption of the 
practice 

: The Company has appointed the Head of Group Sustainability as the 
designated personnel responsible for managing the Group's 
sustainability priorities. The Head of Group Sustainability is supported 
by a team of Sustainability analysts. 
 
The Head of Group Sustainability chairs the SWG which comprises 
heads of departments and lines of business across the Group, and takes 
the lead in managing sustainability targets by collaborating closely with 
various departments and internal functions within the Group. The Head 
of GSD is also responsible for reviewing annually the composition of the 
SWG to reflect the Group’s targeted sustainability priorities for each 
financial year. 
 
The SWG identified, assesses, evaluates, manages and reports on 
current and emerging sustainability risks and opportunities relevant to 
the Group. The SWG also implements approved sustainability initiatives 
across the Group and monitors the Group’s sustainability performance. 
When needed, material issues are brought to the Board’s attention for 
further discussion and guidance. 
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.1 

The Nomination Committee should ensure that the composition of the board is refreshed 

periodically. The tenure of each director should be reviewed by the Nomination Committee 

and annual re-election of a director should be contingent on satisfactory evaluation of the 

director’s performance and contribution to the board. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The NRC reviews the size, balance and composition of the Board to 
ensure that the composition of the Board is refreshed periodically for it 
to operate in an effective manner. 
 
The tenure of each Director and annual re-election of Directors are 
reviewed by the NRC. In making its recommendation on the re-election 
of Directors, the NRC has taken into consideration the evaluation of the 
respective Directors’ performance and contribution to the Board for the 
during the Financial Year. 
 
The NRC has reviewed, and the Board has recommended the re-election 
of Y.Bhg Dato’ Fam Lee Ee and Y.Bhg Dato’ Abdel Aziz @ Abdul Aziz bin 
Abu Bakar who are due for retirement by rotation pursuant to Rule 119 
of the Constitution of the Company, and Puan Surina binti Shukri who 
is eligible for re-election pursuant to Rule 124 of the Company’s 
Constitution. 
 
During the Financial Year, the NRC conducted a digital performance 
evaluation of the Board and reviewed the summary results thereof and 
recommended the proposed improvement(s) to the Board for approval. 
 
The NRC was generally satisfied that the Board comprised the right 
composition and the Directors have sufficient and relevant expertise in 
fulfilling their roles. In making its assessment and recommendations to 
the Board, the NRC considers the criteria such as diversity in skills, 
experience, age, cultural background and gender to ensure a balanced 
composition of the Board in line with the business strategies of the 
Group. 
 
Details of the performance evaluation are set out in the CG Overview 
Statement included in the Annual Report 2021. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  
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Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.2 

At least half of the board comprises independent directors. For Large Companies, the board 

comprises a majority independent directors. 

 

Application : Departure 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

:  

Explanation for 
departure 

: The Board acknowledges that while the current composition of the 
Board has fully complied with the provisions of the MMLR of Bursa 
Malaysia for independent non-executive directors to make up at least 
one third (1/3) of the Board membership, and for a director who is 
qualified under Paragraph 15.09(1)(c) of the MMLR to sit on the AC, it 
has not conformed with Practice 5.2 of the MCCG. 
 
The Company had on 31 January 2022 appointed Puan Surina binti 
Shukri as an Independent Non-Executive Director on the Board, 
following the resignation of Mr. Stuart L Dean, an Independent Non-
Executive Director, on 1 November 2021. The NRC also considered 
several other candidates for the position of an independent director on 
the Board of the Company. However, the NRC agreed and the Board 
affirmed that it was not the right time to recruit another independent 
director on the Board due to various limitations primarily caused by the 
impact of the virus pandemic on the Company’s operations and this 
would be re-considered at a later stage when the situation improves. 
The Board had shifted much of its focus on other business priorities in 
view of the COVID-19 pandemic which has had an immense impact on 
the Company and the aviation industry in general.  
 

The Board is of the view that its current size and composition are 
appropriate and effective, taking into account the nature and scope of 
the Company’s operations. The Board is also of the view that the 
current Board composition fairly represents the required mix of 
relevant skills, knowledge and industry experience for the effective 
discharge of the Board’s responsibilities. Presently, the Board of the 
Company consists of six (6) members and the Independent Directors 
represent 50% of the total number of Board members. A detailed 
breakdown of the composition is as follows:- 
 
• An Executive Chairman; 
• An Executive Director and CEO; 
• A Non-Independent Non-Executive Director; 
• A Senior Independent Non-Executive Director; and 
• Two (2) Independent Non-Executive Directors. 
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Nonetheless, the Board, through its NRC, continues to place emphasis 
on recruiting suitable independent director(s) to achieve an optimum 
and balanced composition of the Board and to conform with Practice 
5.2 of the MCCG.  
 
The Board members have declared their directorships in companies 
other than in the Group, and all satisfied the restriction of not being a 
director in more than five (5) public listed companies. They have also 
declared their respective shareholdings in the Group, and interests in 
any contract with the Group, and abstained from any discussion or 
decision making related to other companies in which they hold 
directorships or shareholdings. 
 
The NRC and the Board have, upon their assessment for the Financial 
Year, concluded that the Independent Directors were independent in 
their judgment and decisions. 
 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure : The Board, through its NRC, will continue to place emphasis on 
recruiting suitable independent director(s) to achieve an optimum and 
balanced composition of the Board. However, this will be done over 
time, considering the present size, mix of skills, valuable knowledge and 
experience of the existing Board members and senior management, 
and the evolving challenges to the Company, in accordance with its 
Board Diversity Policy. The ultimate decision on the selection of 
candidates will be based on the merit in the context of the skills, 
experience and contribution the chosen candidate will bring to the 
Board. 

Timeframe : Within 2 years  
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.3 

The tenure of an independent director does not exceed a cumulative term limit of nine years. 

Upon completion of the nine years, an independent director may continue to serve on the 

board as a non-independent director.  

 

If the board intends to retain an independent director beyond nine years, it should provide 

justification and seek annual shareholders’ approval through a two-tier voting process. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: Capital A has adopted in its Constitution and reflected in the Board 
Charter that the tenure of an independent director shall not exceed a 
cumulative term of nine (9) years. 
 
Upon the completion of nine (9) years, an independent director may 
however continue to serve on the Board as a non-independent director. 
In this regard, the Board may also retain an independent director in that 
capacity beyond (9) years provided that the Board has justified and 
further sought and obtained approval from the shareholders in a 
general meeting annually. Where an independent director is to be 
appointed beyond the twelfth (12th) year, the two-tier voting process 
for re-appointment shall be applicable. 
 
None of the Independent Directors of the Company have served on the 
Board for more than nine (9) years. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.4 - Step Up 

The board has a policy which limits the tenure of its independent directors to nine years without 

further extension. 

 

Note: To qualify for adoption of this Step Up practice, a listed issuer must have a formal policy which 
limits the tenure of an independent director to nine years without further extension i.e. shareholders’ 
approval to retain the director as an independent director beyond nine years. 

Application : Not Adopted 

Explanation on 
adoption of the 
practice 

:  
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.5 

Appointment of board and senior management are based on objective criteria, merit and with 

due regard for diversity in skills, experience, age, cultural background and gender. 

 

Directors appointed should be able to devote the required time to serve the board effectively. 

The board should consider the existing board positions held by a director, including on boards 

of non-listed companies. Any appointment that may cast doubt on the integrity and governance 

of the company should be avoided. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Company has adopted and implemented formal and transparent 
procedures for the nomination and election of Directors via the NRC, 
which are made on personal merit and measured against objective 
criteria with due regard for the benefits of diversity in the boardroom. 
The NRC assesses candidates against the skills, knowledge and 
experience required by the Company. The Company recognises the 
benefits of having a diverse Board. In line with its Board Diversity Policy, 
selection of candidates to join the Board is in part dependent on the 
pool of candidates with the necessary skills, knowledge and experience. 
The NRC will review the nominees for directorship and membership of 
Committees by going through their profiles and interviewing the 
nominees, following which the NRC will submit its recommendations to 
the Board. 
 
Potential candidates are required to declare and confirm in writing their 
current directorships, that they are not undischarged bankrupts, or 
involved in any court proceedings in connection with the promotion, 
formation or management of a corporation involved in fraud or 
dishonesty punishable upon conviction with imprisonment, or subject 
to any investigation by any regulatory authority under any legislation. 
Furthermore, candidates being considered for the position of an 
independent director are required to declare and confirm their 
independence based on the criteria set out in the MMLR of Bursa 
Malaysia. 
 
Capital A’s diverse Board includes and makes good use of differences in 
skills, regional and industry experience, background, race, ethnicity, age 
and other attributes of the Directors. Additionally, Capital A maintains 
a good mix of diversity in the senior management of the Company. The 
ultimate decisions on Board appointments will be based on merit and 
the contributions the candidate could bring to the Board. 
 
The current diversity in the race and/or ethnicity (cultural background) 
and age of the existing Board members are as follows: 
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Race/Ethnicity 

Malay Chinese Indian Others 

4 1 1 0 

 

Age Group 

40-50 51-60 61-70 

1 3 2 

 
The Board strongly views that diversity of the Board’s composition is 
important to facilitate optimal decision-making by harnessing different 
insights and perspectives of Directors from a wide variety of 
backgrounds, experiences and skills. 
 
The appointment of key senior management was also made with due 
regard to the need for diversity in skills, experience, age, cultural 
background and gender. Their detailed particulars are provided in the 
Annual Report 2021. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.6 

In identifying candidates for appointment of directors, the board does not solely rely on 

recommendations from existing board members, management or major shareholders. The 

board utilises independent sources to identify suitably qualified candidates. 

 

If the selection of candidates was based on recommendations made by existing directors, 

management or major shareholders, the Nominating Committee should explain why these 

source(s) suffice and other sources were not used. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Board has established a formal and transparent process whereby 
the NRC is responsible for identifying candidates who are suitably 
qualified to become Board members, including independent directors, 
and make recommendations to the Board on the appointment of such 
individuals taking into consideration their competencies, commitment, 
contribution and performance. The NRC is supported by the People and 
Culture department in identifying suitable candidates for appointment 
to the Board.  
 
The existing Directors were appointed based on recommendations from 
non-executive directors, the CEO, third-party search firms and other 
independent sources. 
 
In identifying suitable candidates for appointment to the Board, the 
NRC will consider candidates on merit against objective criteria and 
with due regard for the benefits of diversity on the Board. Some of the 
criteria to be taken into consideration in the selection process can 
include but is not necessarily limited to the following: 
 
(a) Millennial appeal; 
(b) Gender diversity (female); 
(c) Entrepreneurial skills; 
(d) Global mindset; 
(e) Digital savvy; 
(f) Influencer; and 
(g) Leadership role in a middle to large size organisation. 
 
The ultimate decision as to who is nominated shall be the responsibility 
of the full Board after considering the recommendations of the NRC. 
The ultimate decision of a Board appointment will be made by the full 
Board based on merit and contributions the candidate can bring to the 
Board. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  
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Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.7 

The board should ensure shareholders have the information they require to make an informed 

decision on the appointment and reappointment of a director. This includes details of any 

interest, position or relationship that might influence, or reasonably be perceived to influence, 

in a material respect their capacity to bring an independent judgement to bear on issues before 

the board and to act in the best interests of the listed company as a whole. The board should 

also provide a statement as to whether it supports the appointment or reappointment of the 

candidate and the reasons why. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: Dato' Abdel Aziz @ Abdul Aziz bin Abu Bakar and Dato’ Fam Lee Ee 
(collectively “the retiring Directors”) are due for retirement by rotation 
pursuant to Rule 119 of the Constitution of the Company, and being 
eligible, had offered themselves for re-election as Directors of the 
Company at the upcoming Fifth Annual General Meeting (“5th AGM”) 
of the Company.  
 
Rule 124 of the Constitution stipulates that the Directors may appoint a 
person who is willing to act as Director, either to fill a casual vacancy or 
as an additional Director, provided that the appointment does not 
cause the number of Directors to exceed any number fixed by or in 
accordance with the Company’s Constitution as the maximum number 
of Directors. A Director so appointed shall hold office only until the next 
following annual general meeting and shall then be eligible for re-
election. 
 
Puan Surina binti Shukri was appointed as an Independent Non-
Executive Director of Capital A with effect from 31 January 2022, and 
being eligible, she has offered herself for re-election in accordance with 
Rule 124 of the Company’s Constitution. 
 
For the purpose of determining the eligibility of the retiring Directors to 
stand for re-election at the 5th AGM and in accordance with Practice 
6.1 of the MCCG, the Board, through its NRC, had conducted an 
assessment of the Directors of the Company based on (i) performance 
and level of contribution to Board deliberation through their skills and 
experience; and (ii) level of objectivity, impartiality and their abilities to 
act in the best interest of the Company.  
 
The NRC considered and did not find evidence of any interest, position 
or relationship that might influence, or reasonably be perceived to 
influence, in a material respect the respective Directors’ capacity to 
bring an independent judgement to bear on issues before the Board and 
to act in the best interests of the Company as a whole. As at the date of 
this CG Report, none of the retiring Directors hold any shares in the 
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Company whether directly or indirectly, have any family relationships 
with any other director or substantial shareholder of the Company, or 
have any personal interest in any business arrangement involving the 
Company. 
 
The Board had endorsed the NRC’s recommendation that the retiring 
Directors are eligible to stand for re-election based on the satisfactory 
findings of the last Board performance evaluation. 
 
The profiles of the Directors seeking re-election are set out in the 
Company’s Annual Report 2021 and on its corporate website. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.8 

The Nominating Committee is chaired by an Independent Director or the Senior Independent 

Director. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The membership of the NRC, as provided in the Board Charter and the 
NRC’s TOR, shall comprise three (3) non-executive directors, a majority 
of whom shall be independent directors, and shall be chaired by the 
Senior Independent Director. 
 
The NRC is chaired by Dato’ Fam Lee Ee, a Senior Independent Non-
Executive Director of the Company. The other members of the NRC are 
Dato’ Abdel Aziz @ Abdul Aziz bin Abu Bakar, a Non-Independent Non-
Executive Director of the Company and Puan Surina binti Shukri, who 
was appointed as an Independent Non-Executive Director and member 
of NRC of the Company with effect from 31 January 2022. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.9 

The board comprises at least 30% women directors. 

 

Application : Departure 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

:  

Explanation for 
departure 

: The Board places emphasis on recruiting women directors to achieve an 
optimum and balanced composition of the Board. The NRC and the 
Board were actively seeking to fill these vacant positions during the 
Financial Year, but the shift had been to broader concerns, as there 
were other pressing issues that had hit the airline industry. The COVID-
19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the aviation industry due 
to travel restrictions and a slump in demand among travellers. 
Nevertheless, the NRC and the Board had not stopped the process and 
the Company had appointed Puan Surina binti Shukri as an Independent 
Non-Executive Director with  effect from 31 January 2022. 
 

The Board had established a Board Diversity Policy which ensures a 
broad dimension of diversity is present to guarantee diverse 
viewpoints. This is reflected in paragraphs 5.6 and 5.7 of the Board 
Diversity Policy, as follows: 
 
“In identifying suitable candidates for appointment to the Board, the 
NRC will consider candidates on merit against objective criteria and 
with due regard for the benefits of diversity on the Board. 
 
Some of the criteria to be taken into consideration in the selection 
process can include but is not necessarily limited to the following: 
 
a. Millennial appeal; 
b. Gender diversity (female); 
c. Entrepreneurial skills; 
d. Global mindset; 
e. Digital savvy; 
f. Influencer; and 
g. Leadership role in middle to large size organisation.” 
 
The Board Diversity Policy is available on the Company’s website at: 
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/180921_Board_Diversity_Policy.pdf 
 
The Board is mindful of the recommended best practice of having at 
least 30% women directors and has taken the initial step of appointing 

https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/180921_Board_Diversity_Policy.pdf
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Puan Surina binti Shukri as an Independent Non-Executive Director of 
the Company with effect from 31 January 2022. 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure : The NRC and the Board are actively seeking new women directors to 
join the Company with the support of the People and Culture 
department and by engaging an external organisation to help seek 
professional women to be appointed to the Board. Selection of 
candidates will be considered based on suggestions from existing Board 
members, senior management, major shareholders, third-party search 
firms or other independent sources. The ultimate decision on the 
appointment of a candidate as a Director of the Company will be based 
on the merit in the context of the skills and experience and contribution 
the chosen candidate will bring to the Board. 
 

Timeframe : Within 2 years  
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Intended Outcome 

Board decisions are made objectively in the best interests of the company taking into account 

diverse perspectives and insights. 

 

Practice 5.10 

The board discloses in its annual report the company’s policy on gender diversity for the board 

and senior management.  

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Company’s policy and initiatives on encouraging gender diversity 
for the Board and senior management is disclosed in various sections of 
its Annual Report 2021.  
 
The Board acknowledges the importance of gender diversity and 
recognises the benefits that it can bring. The Board’s prime focus in 
appointing new Directors is the strength of the Board members and the 
contributions they would bring to the Company. Therefore, the 
overriding aim in any new appointment would be to select the best 
candidate available to achieve a balanced composition of the Board and 
ensure that Board decisions are made objectively and in the best 
interests of the Company taking into account diverse perspectives and 
insights. With this in mind, the Board would endevour to have at least 
30% women Directors on the Board in accordance with Practice 5.9 of 
the MCCG. 
 
The Company also seeks to maintain strong women representation in 
its management team. The Company is committed to sustaining an 
inclusive and high performing culture taking into account gender 
diversity for the Board and senior management. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Stakeholders are able to form an opinion on the overall effectiveness of the board and 

individual directors. 

 

Practice 6.1 

The board should undertake a formal and objective annual evaluation to determine the 

effectiveness of the board, its committees and each individual director. The board should 

disclose how the assessment was carried out its outcome, actions taken and how it has or will 

influence board composition. 

 

For Large Companies, the board engages an independent expert at least every three years, 

to facilitate objective and candid board evaluation. 

 

Note: For a Large Company to qualify for adoption of this practice, it must undertake annual board 
evaluation and engage an independent expert at least every three years to facilitate the evaluation. 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The NRC reviews the composition of the Board and Committees 
annually. 
 
The NRC conducted a digital performance evaluation of the Board and 
Committees for the Financial Year, reviewed the summary results 
thereof and recommended the proposed improvement(s) to the Board. 
 
The surveys assessed the performance of the Board and Committees, 
as well as the performance of individual Board and Committee 
members, using the following means: 
 

• Digital Board & Committee Evaluation Form; and 

• Digital Performance Evaluation Sheet by all Committees. 
 
Each Director and Committee member completes the evaluation form 
online and submits it on an anonymous and confidential basis to the 
Company Secretary who collates the responses and tables a report 
thereon to the NRC Chairman. The NRC Chairman then reviews the 
report and submits the findings to the NRC and the Board for 
assessment of the performance and effectiveness of the Board and 
individual Directors as well as each Committee and its members. 
 
These assessments take into account the Directors’ professionalism and 
integrity in the decision-making process, their ability to form 
independent judgments, as well as their objectivity and clarity in 
deliberations. The Directors’ contribution, performance and personality 
in relation to the skills, experience, advice and other qualities they bring 
to the Board are also evaluated. 
 
The NRC was satisfied that all the Directors have devoted sufficient time 
to discharge their responsibilities during the Financial Year. Details of 
the Directors’ attendance at Board and Committee meetings are 
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evidenced by the attendance record as set out in the Company’s CG 
Overview Statement included in the Annual Report 2021. 
 
The NRC was also generally satisfied that the Committees comprised 
the right composition of members, provided useful recommendations 
in assisting the Board in its decision-making and consequently, the 
conducts of Board meetings were more efficient and effective. The 
members of the Committees have sufficient and relevant expertise in 
fulfilling their roles. The NRC also reviewed and assessed the 
independence of the Independent Directors of the Company as 
required under the MMLR of Bursa Malaysia. 
 
To further improve the ability to discharge its functions, the Board 
through its NRC is considering the engagement of an independent 
expert to facilitate objective and candid board evaluation. The NRC has 
discussed and considered several proposals on the appointment of an 
independent external consultant to conduct a Board Effectiveness 
Evaluation (“BEE”). The BEE will assess the performance and 
effectiveness of the Board and Committees, as well as that of individual 
Directors and Committee members. In addition, it will review and assess 
the independence of the Independent Directors of Capital A. 
 
However, the engagement of an independent external consultant to 
conduct a BEE has been postponed possibly to the next financial year as 
the Board had shifted much of its focus on other business priorities in 
view of the COVID-19 pandemic which has had an immense impact on 
the Company and the aviation industry in general.  

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

The level and composition of remuneration of directors and senior management take into 

account the company’s desire to attract and retain the right talent in the board and senior 

management to drive the company’s long-term objectives.  

 

Remuneration policies and decisions are made through a transparent and independent 

process. 

 

Practice 7.1 

The board has remuneration policies and procedures to determine the remuneration of 

directors and senior management, which takes into account the demands, complexities and 

performance of the company as well as skills and experience required. The remuneration 

policies and practices should appropriately reflect the different roles and responsibilities of 

non-executive directors, executive directors and senior management. The policies and 

procedures are periodically reviewed and made available on the company’s website. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Board has in place a Remuneration Policy Statement which is clear 
and transparent, and designed to support and drive business strategy 
and long-term objectives of the Company. The Remuneration Policy 
Statement is reviewed by the NRC prior to making its recommendations 
to the Board for approval. 
 
The Company maintains transparent procedures in determining the 
remuneration policy for its Directors, CEO and senior management. The 
NRC is responsible for reviewing and recommending to the Board the 
compensation payable to the Directors, CEO and senior management in 
connection with their individual contributions to Capital A’s overall 
performance or any loss or termination of their office or appointment, 
and the compensation arrangements relating to their dismissal or 
removal for misconduct, if any. 
 
Executive Directors play no part in decisions on their own 
remuneration. The remuneration packages of Non-Executive Directors 
are determined by the Board as a whole. All the individual Directors 
concerned abstained from discussing their own remuneration. This is to 
ensure that compensation is competitive and consistent with Capital A’s 
business strategy and long-term objectives. 
 
The aforesaid policy and procedures would be periodically reviewed 
and updated to ensure the same remain competitive, appropriate, and 
aligned with the prevalent market practices. 
 
The Remuneration Policy Statement is available on the Company’s 
website at https://capitala.airasia.com/  

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

https://capitala.airasia.com/
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Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

The level and composition of remuneration of directors and senior management take into 

account the company’s desire to attract and retain the right talent in the board and senior 

management to drive the company’s long-term objectives.  

 

Remuneration policies and decisions are made through a transparent and independent 

process. 

 

Practice 7.2 

The board has a Remuneration Committee to implement its policies and procedures on 

remuneration including reviewing and recommending matters relating to the remuneration of 

board and senior management.  

 

The Committee has written Terms of Reference which deals with its authority and duties and 

these Terms are disclosed on the company’s website. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The NRC comprises three (3) non-executive directors with a majority of 
independent directors. The segregation of the NRC’s functions and 
responsibilities in relation to nomination and remuneration matters is 
clearly stated in its TOR, which is available on Capital A’s website at 
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/AAGB_Terms_of_Reference-
Nomination_and_Remuneration_Committee.pdf  
 
The NRC meets as and when required. It held five (5) meetings during 
the Financial Year which were attended by all its members. The NRC 
also reviewed and recommended to the Board, Capital A’s 
Remuneration Policy Statement for the Directors, Executive Chairman, 
CEO, and Presidents of Capital A, CEOs of subsidiaries and staff to 
ensure rewards commensurate with their contributions to the Group’s 
growth annually. 
 
The NRC further reviewed the performance of the Executive Chairman 
and CEO and recommended to the Board that there be no adjustments 
in remuneration and/or reward payments, due to various limitations 
primarily caused by the impact of the virus pandemic on the Company’s 
operations and this would be re-considered at a later stage when the 
situation improves.  
 
The NRC ensured the remuneration for Non-Executive Directors and 
Independent Directors of the Company are linked to their 
responsibilities as members of the Board and Committees and 
contributions to the effective functioning of the Board. 
 
Based on the annual review of the Directors’ Remuneration by the NRC, 
the NRC proposed and the Board affirmed that the Non-Executive 
Directors’ Remuneration for the period from 22 July 2021 until the next 

https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/AAGB_Terms_of_Reference-Nomination_and_Remuneration_Committee.pdf
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/AAGB_Terms_of_Reference-Nomination_and_Remuneration_Committee.pdf
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AGM of the Company to be held in the year 2022 shall be as shown 
below:- 
 

Non-Executive Directors’ Fees  
(per annum) 

Non-
Executive 
Chairman 

(RM) 

Per Non-Executive 
Director/Per other 

Committee 
Member  

(RM) 

Board of Directors N/A 262,500 

Audit Committee 75,000 60,000 

Nomination and Remuneration 
Committee 

55,000 35,000 

Safety Review Board 55,000 35,000 

Risk Management and 
Sustainability Committee  

55,000 35,000 

   

Non-Executive Directors’ 
Benefits  
(per attendance by each 
Director or committee member) 

 
 
 

Board of 
Directors 

(RM) 

 
 
 

Board Committees 
(RM) 

Meeting allowance 2,000 2,000 

Other Non-Executive Directors’ Benefits 

Insurance premiums on medical 
coverage, and other claimable 
expenses incurred in the course 
of carrying out their duties. 

Up to a total amount of RM100,000 
for all Non-Executive Directors. 

 
Section 230(1) of the Companies Act 2016 provides, amongst others, 
that “the fees” of the directors and “any benefits” payable to the 
directors of a listed company shall be approved at a general meeting. In 
this respect, shareholders’ approval on the above Directors’ 
remuneration structure had been sought and the resolution was 
approved at the Fourth AGM of the Company held in July, 2021. 
 
In view of the significant impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the 
difficult economic circumstances facing the aviation industry, the Non-
Executive Directors of the Company had voluntarily offered to receive a 
50% reduction in their fees for the period from 1 May 2020 until such 
time to be determined by the Directors. The NRC had recommended, 
and the Directors affirmed that the voluntary 50% reduction in the Non-
Executive Directors’ fees shall cease with effect from 1 January 2022 
and accordingly, their fees as per the remuneration structure approved 
by the shareholders of the Company at its Fourth AGM held on 22 July 
2021 shall be paid in full with effect from 1 January 2022. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  
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Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Stakeholders are able to assess whether the remuneration of directors and senior 

management is commensurate with their individual performance, taking into consideration the 

company’s performance. 

 

Practice 8.1 

There is detailed disclosure on named basis for the remuneration of individual directors. The 

remuneration breakdown of individual directors includes fees, salary, bonus, benefits in-kind 

and other emoluments. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Directors’ remuneration package is reviewed periodically to 
support long-term sustainability and shareholder value, consistent with 
Capital A’s business strategy. The remuneration package for the 
Financial Year comprised the following elements: 
 
1. Fee 

 
The fees payable to each Non-Executive Director for his or her service 
on the Board is based on a basic Board fee and the respective 
additional responsibilities on the Committees during the Financial 
Year. Any proposed revision of the fees and benefits would be 
recommended by the NRC to the Board for final approval by 
shareholders of the Company at the AGM. 
 
 

2. Basic Salary 
 
The basic salary for each Executive Director of the Company is 
recommended by the NRC and approved by the Board, taking into 
account the performance of the individual, the inflation price index 
and information from independent sources on the rates for similar 
positions in comparable companies internationally. Salaries are 
reviewed annually. 
 

3. Bonus Scheme 
 
The Group operates a bonus scheme for all employees, including the 
Executive Directors, which is based on various performance 
measures of the Group, together with an assessment of each 
individual’s performance during the Financial Year. The bonus for the 
Executive Directors is recommended by the NRC and approved by the 
Board. 
 

4. Benefits-in-kind 
 
Other customary benefits (such as meeting allowance of RM2,000 
per attendance at a meeting by each director or committee member, 
insurance premiums on medical coverage and other claimable 
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expenses incurred in the course of carrying out their duties up to a 
total of amount of RM100,000 for all the Non-Executive Directors, 
travel coupons, etc.) are made available as appropriate. 
 

5. Service contract 
 
The Executive Chairman and CEO each have a three-year service 
contract with the Company. 
 

6. Directors’ share options 
 
There are currently no share options for the Directors. 
 

The detailed disclosure of the Directors’ remuneration received during 
the Financial Year is as set out in the CG Overview Statement included 
in the Annual Report 2021 and in the table below.  
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No Name Directorate 

Company (‘000) Group (‘000) 
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1 

Datuk Kamarudin 

bin Meranun 

 

Executive 

Director 
- -   14,051  - - - 14,051 - - - - - - - 

2 

Tan Sri Anthony 

Francis 

Fernandes  

 

Executive 

Director 
-  125 14,947 - - - 15,072 - - - - - - - 

3 

Dato’ Abdel Aziz @ 

Abdul Aziz bin Abu 

Bakar  

Non-Executive 

Non-

Independent 

Director 

206 44 - - - - 250 - - - - - - - 

4 Dato’ Fam Lee Ee  
Independent 

Director 
212 44 - - - - 256 - - - - - - - 

5 

Dato’ Mohamed 

Khadar bin Merican  

 

Independent 

Director 
204 44 - - - - 248 - - - - - - - 

6 

Stuart L Dean 

(Resigned w.e.f. 

01 November 2021)  

Independent 

Director 
161 36 - - - - 197 - - - - - - - 
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Intended Outcome 

Stakeholders are able to assess whether the remuneration of directors and senior 

management is commensurate with their individual performance, taking into consideration the 

company’s performance. 

 

Practice 8.2 

The board discloses on a named basis the top five senior management’s remuneration 

component including salary, bonus, benefits in-kind and other emoluments in bands of 

RM50,000. 

 

Application : Departure 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

:  

Explanation for 
departure 

: The Board is of the view that the disclosure of the senior management’s 
remuneration would be unfavourable to the Group as talent poaching 
is common in the industry and the Group would like to ensure employee 
retention efforts are safeguarded. 
 

The disclosure of the salary of the top five senior management 
personnel is made on an aggregate basis in the Audited Financial 
Statements for the Financial Year. 
 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure : The Board will monitor the market practice in respect of such 
disclosures on a yearly basis. 

Timeframe : Others  
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No Name Position 

Company  

Salary Allowance Bonus Benefits Other emoluments Total 

1 
- - 

- - - - - - 
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Intended Outcome 

Stakeholders are able to assess whether the remuneration of directors and senior 

management is commensurate with their individual performance, taking into consideration the 

company’s performance. 

 

Practice 8.3 - Step Up 

Companies are encouraged to fully disclose the detailed remuneration of each member of 

senior management on a named basis. 

 

Application : Not Adopted 

Explanation on 
adoption of the 
practice 

:  
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No Name Position 

Company (‘000) 
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1 
- - - - - - - - 
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Intended Outcome 

There is an effective and independent Audit Committee.  

 

The board is able to objectively review the Audit Committee’s findings and recommendations. 

The company’s financial statement is a reliable source of information. 

 

Practice 9.1 

The Chairman of the Audit Committee is not the Chairman of the board. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The AC comprises an Independent Non-Executive Director, a Senior 
Independent Non-Executive Director and a Non-Independent Non-
Executive Director. 
 
The AC Chairman, Dato’ Mohamed Khadar bin Merican, is a member of 
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and the 
Malaysian Institute of Accountants. He is not the Chairman of the 
Board. He is an Independent Non-Executive Director of the Company 
and a member of the RMSC and SRB. He reports to the Directors at 
Board meetings or as and when required on any salient matters raised 
at the AC meetings which require the Board’s notation, approval or 
further action. 
 
Item 6 of the TOR of the AC is consistent with the requirements in 
Practice 9.1 of the MCCG that “The AC Chairman is not the Chairman of 
the Board”. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

There is an effective and independent Audit Committee.  

 

The board is able to objectively review the Audit Committee’s findings and recommendations. 

The company’s financial statement is a reliable source of information. 

 

Practice 9.2 

The Audit Committee has a policy that requires a former partner of the external audit firm of 

the listed company to observe a cooling-off period of at least three years before being 

appointed as a member of the Audit Committee. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: None of the members of the Board were former key audit partners.  
 
Item 5 of TOR of the AC is consistent with the requirements in Practice 
9.2 of the MCCG that “The Audit Committee has a policy that requires a 
former partner of the external audit firm of the listed company to 
observe a cooling-off period of at least three years before being 
appointed as a member of the Audit Committee.” 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

There is an effective and independent Audit Committee.  

 

The board is able to objectively review the Audit Committee’s findings and recommendations. 

The company’s financial statement is a reliable source of information. 

 

Practice 9.3 

The Audit Committee has policies and procedures to assess the suitability, objectivity and 

independence of the external auditor to safeguard the quality and reliability of audited financial 

statements. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Board, through the AC, has maintained an appropriate, formal and 
transparent relationship with the external auditors and has adopted an 
External Auditors Independence Policy. The AC meets the external 
auditors without the presence of senior management whenever 
necessary, and at least twice a year. Meetings with the external auditors 
are held to discuss Capital A’s audit plans, audit findings, financial 
statements as well as to seek their professional advice on other related 
matters. From time to time, the external auditors would inform and 
update the AC on matters that may require their attention. 
 
An External Auditor Independence Policy was established and aimed at 
establishing a process to monitor the suitability and independence of 
external auditors. In the assessment of the performance of the external 
auditors, including their independence policies and procedures, the AC 
noted that the external auditors had in accordance with the 
independence requirements set out in the By-Laws (on professional 
ethics, conduct and practice) of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants, 
evaluated the level of the threat to objectivity and potential safeguards 
to prevent any threats prior to acceptance of any non-audit 
engagement. 
 
The AC was satisfied and remains confident with the suitability, 
objectivity and independence of the external auditors, Messrs Ernst & 
Young (“EY”) and has recommended the re-appointment of EY for the 
ensuing year. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  
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Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

There is an effective and independent Audit Committee.  

 

The board is able to objectively review the Audit Committee’s findings and recommendations. 

The company’s financial statement is a reliable source of information. 

 

Practice 9.4 - Step Up 

The Audit Committee should comprise solely of Independent Directors. 

 

Application : Not Adopted 

Explanation on 
adoption of the 
practice 

:  
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Intended Outcome 

There is an effective and independent Audit Committee.  

 

The board is able to objectively review the Audit Committee’s findings and recommendations. 

The company’s financial statement is a reliable source of information. 

 

Practice 9.5 

Collectively, the Audit Committee should possess a wide range of necessary skills to 

discharge its duties. All members should be financially literate, competent and are able to 

understand matters under the purview of the Audit Committee including the financial reporting 

process. 

 

All members of the Audit Committee should undertake continuous professional development 

to keep themselves abreast of relevant developments in accounting and auditing standards, 

practices and rules. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Board through its NRC reviews the performance and composition 
of the AC annually in accordance with Paragraph 15.20 of the MMLR of 
Bursa Malaysia. The composition of the AC meets the requirements of 
paragraph 15.09(1)(c) of the MMLR of Bursa Malaysia. 
 
The Chairman and members of the AC are financially literate and have 
carried out their duties in accordance with the TOR of the AC. Members 
of the AC are expected to update their knowledge and enhance their 
skills continuously. 
 
Based on the performance evaluation of the AC for the Financial Year, 
the Board is satisfied that the AC members have discharged their 
responsibilities effectively. During the Financial Year, the AC was 
involved in the following matters:- 
 
Internal Audit 
 

• Mandated the Group Internal Audit Department (“GIAD”) to report 
directly to the AC. 

• Reviewed the adequacy of the Internal Audit Charter. 

• Approved the Internal Audit Charter, which defines the purposes, 
roles and responsibilities, activities, authority, and audit standards of 
the Internal Audit Function within the Group to ensure that the GIAD 
will operate to make positive contributions to the Group. 

• Reviewed the scope, functions, budget, competency and resources 
of the GIAD, and that it had the necessary independence and 
authority to carry out its work professionally and with impartiality 
and expediency. 

• Reviewed and approved the Internal Audit plan for the Group. 

• Reviewed Internal Audit Reports regularly and ensured that 
appropriate and prompt remedial actions were taken by the 
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Management on lapses in controls or procedures identified by the 
GIAD. 

• Reviewed the Internal Audit Reports relating to the Group’s affiliates. 

• Reviewed the performance of the GIAD, including the internal 
assessment of the internal audit function. 

• Undertook the performance appraisal of the Group Head, GIAD. 

• Approved the appointment or termination of senior staff of the 
GIAD. 

• Noted the resignations of GIAD’s staff, together with the reasons for 
their resignations. 

• Reviewed reports on ad-hoc investigations performed by the GIAD 
and monitored that appropriate actions were taken in relation to 
those investigations. 

• Reviewed the results of the external assessment performed on the 
internal audit function. 

 
External Audit 
 

• Considered and recommended the appointment of the External 
Auditors and their audit fees. 

• Monitored the External Auditor’s performance and reviewed their 
independence and objectivity. 

• Discussed with the External Auditor, before the audit commenced, 
the audit plan, which included the scope, methodology and timing of 
the audit, as well as the areas of audit emphasis for the year under 
review. 

• Discussed the coordination with other external auditors in the 
Group. 

• Reviewed major findings raised by the External Auditors and 
Management’s responses thereto, and monitored that all 
recommendations arising from the audit were properly 
implemented, including the status of the previous audit 
recommendations. 

• Discussed matters arising from the interim and final audits with a 
view to further improve controls in the Group. 

• Met with the External Auditors without the presence of the 
Management. 

• Provided a line of communication between the Board and the 
External Auditors. 

• Ensured that there is coordination between both Internal and 
External Auditors. 

• Reviewed the extent of assistance and co-operation extended by the 
Group’s employees to the External Auditors and ensured that all 
information required by the External Auditors were made available 
to them. 

• Reviewed and monitored the provision of non-audit services by the 
External Auditors to ensure that these services do not compromise 
the independence of the External Auditors. 

• Obtained from the Group’s External Auditors a formal written 
statement delineating all relationships between the External 
Auditors and the Group, as required by International Standard on 
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Auditing 260, modified as appropriate based on the Malaysian 
guidelines for auditor’s independence, and obtained confirmation 
from them that they are, and have been, independent throughout 
the conduct of the audit engagement. 

• Updated continuously by the External Auditors on changes in the 
Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards as well as the International 
Reporting Standards to ensure that the Group is ready for 
implementation and to understand the implication, if any, on the 
Group’s Financial Statements. 

 
Financial Reporting 
 

• Reviewed and recommended the quarterly and annual management 
accounts of Capital A and the Group for approval of the Board. 

• Reviewed and recommended for approval of the Board the 
submission of the annual Audited Financial Statements to Bursa 
Malaysia for Capital A and the Group. 

• Reviewed and recommended for approval of the Board the 
submission of the Quarterly Financial Statements to Bursa Malaysia 
for Capital A and the Group. 

 
For purposes of the above, the AC considered changes in the accounting 
policies and practices and the implementation of such changes, 
compliance with accounting standards and other legal and regulatory 
requirements, significant and unusual events, significant adjustments 
arising from the audit process, material litigation, the going concern 
assumption and; where applicable, review and ensure corporate 
disclosure policies and procedures of the Group (as they pertain to 
accounting, audit and financial matters) complied with the disclosure 
requirements of Bursa Malaysia. 
 
Related Party Transactions 
 

• Reviewed related party transactions and conflicts of interest 
situations to ensure that such transactions were undertaken on an 
arm’s length basis and were in the best interest of the Group and 
Capital A, and where appropriate, recommended to the Board for 
approval. 

• Reviewed the process used to procure shareholders’ mandate for 
recurrent related party transactions. 

 
Investigations 
 

• Considered major findings of internal investigations and 
Management’s response thereto. 

• Reviewed Capital A’s procedures for detecting fraud and 
whistleblowing. 
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Internal Control 
 

• By way of discussions with key senior management and through the 
review of the process undertaken by the GIAD and the External 
Auditors, evaluated the overall adequacy and effectiveness of: 
 
➢ the system of internal controls, including controls within 

information technology; 
➢ the Group’s finance, accounting and audit organisations and 

personnel; and 
➢ the Group’s policies and compliance procedures with respect to 

business practices. 
 

• Regular reviews were conducted to access the performance, 
efficiency and effectiveness of the anti-bribery and anti-corruption 
(“ABAC”) policies and procedures to prevent the offences under the 
Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission (MACC) Act 2009 and such 
other applicable anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws in jurisdictions 
where the Group operates. 

• Reviewed the employee code of business practice, vendor code of 
business practice, the whistleblowing policy and the outcome of any 
cases investigated. 

 
Annual Report 
 

• The AC has reviewed the AC Report, Statement of Risk Management 
and Internal Control and the CG Overview Statement prior to their 
inclusion in the Annual Report 2021. 

 
Annual Review of the TOR of the AC 
 

• Reviewed and assessed the adequacy of the TOR of the AC annually, 
and; where necessary, obtained the assistance of the Management, 
Group’s External Auditors and external legal counsel, and 
recommended changes to the Board for approval. 
 

The AC members have attended training programmes to keep abreast 
of relevant industry issues, market development and trends, including 
accounting and auditing standards to enable them to sustain their 
active participation in the functions of the AC. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  
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Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Companies make informed decisions about the level of risk they want to take and implement 

necessary controls to pursue their objectives.  

 

The board is provided with reasonable assurance that adverse impact arising from a 

foreseeable future event or situation on the company’s objectives is mitigated and managed. 

 

Practice 10.1 

The board should establish an effective risk management and internal control framework. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Board has delegated the governance of the Group’s risks to the 
RMSC. The RMSC comprises three (3) Non-Executive Directors with a 
majority of Independent Directors. 
 
The RMSC enables the Board to undertake and evaluate key areas of 
risk exposures. In fulfilling its responsibilities in risk management, the 
RMSC is assisted by the Risk Management Department (“RMD”). The 
primary responsibilities of the RMSC in relation to risk management and 
internal controls are as follows: 
 

• To oversee and recommend the Enterprise Risk Management 
(“ERM”) strategies, frameworks and policies of the Group; 

• To implement and maintain sound ERM frameworks, which 
identify, assess, manage and monitor the Group’s strategic, 
financial, operational and compliance risks; and 

• To develop and inculcate a risk awareness culture within the Group. 
 
Risk Management Framework 
 
The Risk Management framework is coordinated by the RMD. The RMD 
develops risk policies, sets minimum standards, provides guidance on 
risk related matters, coordinates risk management activities with other 
departments, as well as monitors the Group’s business risks. The RMD’s 
principal roles and responsibilities are as follows: 
 

• Review and update risk management methodologies, specifically 
those related to identification, measuring, controlling, monitoring 
and reporting of risks; 

• Provide risk management training and workshops; 

• Review risk profiles and mitigation plans of departments; 

• Identify and inform the RMSC and Management of critical risks 
faced by the Group; and 

• Monitor action plans for managing critical risks. 
 

Internal Control Framework 
 
The Company has also established a robust internal control framework, 
which covers key elements such as Board governance, senior 
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management responsibilities, segregation of duties, internal policies 
and procedures, financial budgets, people management, limits of 
authority, insurance, information security, code of conduct, ABAC policy 
and procedures and whistleblowing policy. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Companies make informed decisions about the level of risk they want to take and implement 

necessary controls to pursue their objectives.  

 

The board is provided with reasonable assurance that adverse impact arising from a 

foreseeable future event or situation on the company’s objectives is mitigated and managed. 

 

Practice 10.2 

The board should disclose the features of its risk management and internal control framework, 

and the adequacy and effectiveness of this framework. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: Risk Management Framework 
 
The ERM framework standardises the process of identifying, evaluating 
and managing significant risks faced by the Group for the Financial Year. 
 
The ERM framework covers the following key features: 
 

• Roles and responsibilities of the RMSC, RMD, Management and other 
departments; 

• Guidance on risk management processes and associated 
methodologies and tools; and 

• Guidance on risk register and controls assessment. 
 
The Group has established a structured process for risk management 
and reporting within the ERM Framework as follows: 
 

• The first line of defence is provided by senior management and 
business units, which are accountable for identifying and evaluating 
risks under their respective areas of responsibilities; 

• The second line of defence is provided by the RMD and RMSC which 
are responsible for facilitating and monitoring risk management 
processes and reporting; and 

• The third line of defence is provided by the GIAD which provides 
assurance on the effectiveness of the ERM framework. 

 
A management level risk committee (“MRC”) is established to increase 
participation by the management in risk management processes. The 
MRC is tasked to review key risks of the Group prior to submission to 
the RMSC every quarter. 
 
Internal Control Framework 
 
The following key internal control structures (including the AC and the 
GIAD disclosed above) are in place to assist the Board to maintain a 
proper internal control system: 
 
Board Governance 
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The Board has governance over the Group’s operations. The Board is 
kept updated on the Group’s activities and operations on a timely and 
regular basis through Board meetings with a formal agenda on matters 
for discussion. The Board of Capital A has established four (4) 
committees, namely the AC, RMSC, NRC and SRB, to assist it in 
executing its governance responsibilities. Further information on the 
various Committees established by the Board is provided in the CG 
Overview Statement included in the Annual Report 2021.  
 
Senior Management Responsibilities 
 
Regular management and operations meetings are conducted by the 
senior management, which comprises the CEO, President (Airlines), 
President (airasia digital), President (Ventures), Group CFO of Capital A, 
CEOs of various airline operating companies within the Group, and 
heads of department. 
 
The Boards of our associated companies include our representatives. 
Information on the financial performance of our associated companies 
is provided regularly to the management and Board of the Company via 
regular management reports and presentations at quarterly Board 
meetings. 
 
In respect of the joint ventures entered into by the Group, the 
management of the joint ventures, which consist of representatives 
from the Group and other joint venture partners, are responsible to 
oversee the administration, operation and performance of the joint 
ventures. Financial and operational reports of the joint ventures are 
provided regularly to the management of the Company. 
 
Segregation of Duties 
 
Segregation of duties is embedded in the key business processes. The 
Group has in place a system to ensure there are adequate risk 
management, financial and operational policies and procedures. 
 
Internal Policies and Procedures 
 
Policies, procedures and processes governing Capital A’s businesses and 
operations are documented and readily made available to employees 
across the Group on Capital A’s intranet portal. These policies, 
procedures and processes are reviewed and updated by the business 
and functional units through a structured and standardised process of 
review. This is to ensure that appropriate management controls are in 
place to manage risks arising from changes in legal and regulatory 
requirements as well as the business and operational environment. 
 
Financial Budgets 
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A detailed budgeting process has been established requiring all heads 
of department to prepare budgets and business plans annually for 
deliberation and approval by the Board. In addition, Capital A has a 
reporting system on actual performance against the approved budgets, 
which requires explanations for significant variances and plans by 
management to address such variances.  
 
People Management 
 
The Group acknowledges that a robust risk management and internal 
control system is dependent on its employees applying responsibility, 
integrity and good judgment to their duties. As such, the Group has in 
place policies and procedures that govern its recruitment, 
appointment, performance management, compensation and reward 
mechanisms as well as policies and procedures that govern discipline, 
termination and dismissal of employees and ensure compliance of the 
same with all applicable laws and regulations. 
 
Limits of Authority (“LOA”) 
 
The Group documented its LOA clearly defining the level of authority 
and responsibility in making operational and commercial business 
decisions. Approving authorities cover various levels of management 
and the Board. The LOA is reviewed regularly, and any amendments 
made would be tabled to and approved by the Board. The Company’s 
latest LOA was approved by the Board on 3 December 2021. 
 
Insurance 
 
The Group maintains adequate insurance and physical safeguards on 
assets to ensure these are sufficiently covered against any incident that 
could result in material losses. Specifically, the Group maintains the 
Group Aviation Insurance which provides coverage for the following: 
 

• Aviation Hull and Spares All Risks and Liability; 

• Aviation Hull and Spares War and Allied Perils (Primary and Excess); 

• Aircraft Hull and Spares Deductible; and 

• Aviation War, Hijacking and other Perils Excess Liability (Excess 
AVN52). 

 
Information Security 
 
Information security protects information (data), the systems it is 
housed in and the users of these systems from a wide range of threats, 
as well as safeguards the confidentiality, integrity and availability of 
information. Information security in the Group is achieved through a set 
of controls, which includes policies, standards, procedures, guidelines, 
organisation structures and software control functions. 
 
The Group acknowledges the importance of leveraging Information 
Technology (“IT”) to promote effectiveness and efficiency of business 
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operations. Heavy reliance on IT exposes us to emerging cyber security 
threats, hence the Group Information Security Management 
programme is in place to manage cyber security risks. The Information 
Security Management programme includes: 
 

• Evaluations of the adequacy of controls for new infrastructures and 
information systems; 

• Evaluations of emerging security technologies; 

• Adequacy of information asset protection within the Group; and 

• Assurance of the adequacy of security controls by coordinating 
security reviews. 

 
Code of Conduct and Ethics 
 
Please refer to Practice 3.1 for information in relation to Capital A’s 
Code of Conduct and Ethics. 
 
Whistleblowing Policy 
 
Please refer to Practice 3.2 for information in relation to Capital A’s 
Whistleblowing Policy. 
 
ABAC Policy 
 
In carrying out its governance oversight, the Board has also emphasised 
the importance of embracing integrity and ethical values across the 
organisation. In this regard, various departments within the 
organisation are assessed for risks related to corruption. Risk control, 
due diligence and anti-bribery and anti-corruption controls are carried 
out on these departments to reduce, mitigate and prevent potential 
risks. 
 
Adequacy and Effectiveness 
 
Based on assurance received from the management and updates from 
the Committees, the Board is of the view that Capital A’s risk 
management and internal control systems were operating adequately 
and effectively in all material aspects during the Financial Year up to the 
date of approval of this report. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  
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Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Companies make informed decisions about the level of risk they want to take and implement 

necessary controls to pursue their objectives.  

 

The board is provided with reasonable assurance that adverse impact arising from a 

foreseeable future event or situation on the company’s objectives is mitigated and managed. 

 

Practice 10.3 - Step Up 

The board establishes a Risk Management Committee, which comprises a majority of 

independent directors, to oversee the company’s risk management framework and policies. 

 

Application : Adopted 

Explanation on 
adoption of the 
practice 

: The RMSC comprises three (3) Non-Executive Directors with a majority 
of Independent Directors. 
 
The RMSC enables the Board to undertake and evaluate key areas of 
risk exposures. In fulfilling its responsibilities in risk management, the 
RMSC is assisted by the RMD. The primary responsibilities of the RMSC 
in relation to risk management and internal controls are as follows: 
 

• To oversee and recommend the Enterprise Risk Management 
(“ERM”) strategies, frameworks and policies of the Group; 

• To implement and maintain sound ERM frameworks, which 
identify, assess, manage and monitor the Group’s strategic, 
financial, operational and compliance risks; and 

• To develop and inculcate a risk awareness culture within the Group. 
 
The TOR of the RMSC is available on Capital A’s website at 
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/TOR-risk-management-
committee.pdf  

 

  

https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/TOR-risk-management-committee.pdf
https://capitala.airasia.com/misc/TOR-risk-management-committee.pdf
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Intended Outcome 

Companies have an effective governance, risk management and internal control framework 

and stakeholders are able to assess the effectiveness of such a framework. 

 

Practice 11.1 

The Audit Committee should ensure that the internal audit function is effective and able to 

function independently. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The AC is responsible for ensuring the integrity and effective operation 
of the internal audit function. In this respect, the Group has a well-
established in-house GIAD to assist the AC in carrying out its functions. 
During the Financial Year, the AC reviewed, challenged and approved 
the GIAD’s audit plan. In doing so, the AC ensured, among others, 
consistency in the audit methodology deployed, robustness in the audit 
planning process, as well as the adequacy of resources within the GIAD. 
 
The GIAD plans and provides supervision on internal audit services 
across all subsidiaries and associated companies in the Group, including 
the various AOCs. The internal audit teams in the respective AOCs have 
a reporting line to the Group Head, GIAD. The GIAD reviews and 
compiles their reports in the form of a Group Internal Audit Report to 
be submitted and presented to the AC for its review and deliberation. 
 
The principal responsibility of the GIAD is to undertake regular and 
systematic reviews of the systems of internal controls so as to provide 
reasonable assurance that the systems continue to operate efficiently 
and effectively. The GIAD adopts a risk-based audit methodology with 
reference to the five elements of the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organisations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) i.e. control 
environment, risk assessment, control activity, information and 
communication as well as monitoring, to develop its audit plans by 
determining the priorities of the internal audit activities, consistent 
with the strategies of the Group. Based on risk assessments performed, 
greater focus and appropriate review intervals are set for higher risk 
activities and material internal controls, including compliance with 
Capital A’s policies, procedures and regulatory responsibilities. 
 
The audits cover the review of the adequacy of risk management, the 
strength and effectiveness of the internal controls, compliance to both 
internal and statutory requirements, governance and management 
efficiency, among others. The audit reports, which provide the results 
of audits conducted, are submitted to the AC for review. Key control 
issues and recommendations are highlighted to enable the AC to 
execute its oversight function. Areas for improvement and audit 
recommendations are also forwarded to the management for their 
attention and further action. The management is responsible for the 
implementation of corrective actions within the required time frame. 
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The AC reviews and approves the human resource requirements of the 
GIAD and IADs in other AOCs to ensure the audit function is adequately 
resourced with competent and proficient internal auditors. The total 
operational costs of the GIAD and IADs in other AOCs for the Financial 
Year was RM2,309,051, as shown below: 
 

Location 
 

Internal Audit Cost (RM) 
 

Group and Malaysia 1,883,352 

Other AOCs 425,699 

Total RM2,309,051 

 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Companies have an effective governance, risk management and internal control framework 

and stakeholders are able to assess the effectiveness of such a framework. 

 

Practice 11.2 

The board should disclose–  

▪ whether internal audit personnel are free from any relationships or conflicts of interest, 

which could impair their objectivity and independence;  

▪ the number of resources in the internal audit department;  

▪ name and qualification of the person responsible for internal audit; and  

▪ whether the internal audit function is carried out in accordance with a recognised 

framework. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: On 10 January 2022, the GIAD confirmed its organisational 
independence to the AC, where the Group Head, GIAD and all the 
internal auditors had signed the Annual Code of Ethics and Conflict of 
Interest Declaration that they were and had been independent, 
objective and in compliance with the Code of Ethics and Conflict of 
Interest as per the International Professional Practice Framework 
(“IPPF”) in carrying out their duties for the Financial Year. 
 
The GIAD has 12 personnel comprising the Group Head of IA, 8 internal 
auditors, and three (3) personnel specialising in fraud and investigation. 
The GIAD continues its commitment to equip its internal auditors with 
adequate knowledge and proficiency. About RM5,000 was spent on 
training in the areas of auditing skills, technical skills and personal 
development; inhouse, online and external training. As at 31 December 
2021, the average training days attended by each staff are two (2) days. 
 
The Group Head, GIAD during the Financial Year, Mr. Hiew Leong  Wai, 
has a Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Computer Science from the 
University of Nottingham, UK. All of the department personnel have 
minimum tertiary education from various backgrounds. Most of the 
personnel have relevant professional qualifications such as that of 
Certified Internal Auditor, Certified Fraud Examiner, Certified 
Information Systems Auditor and Certified Public Accountant (CPA). 
 
The GIAD is guided by its Internal Audit Charter that provides 
independence and reflects the roles, responsibilities, accountability and 
scope of work of the department in line with the IPPF on Internal 
Auditing issued by the Institute of Internal Auditors. For any significant 
gaps identified in the governance processes, risk management 
processes and controls during the engagements, GIAD provides 
recommendations to management to improve their design and 
effectiveness of controls where applicable. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  
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Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

There is continuous communication between the company and stakeholders to facilitate 

mutual understanding of each other’s objectives and expectations.  

 

Stakeholders are able to make informed decisions with respect to the business of the 

company, its policies on governance, the environment and social responsibility. 

 

Practice 12.1 

The board ensures there is effective, transparent and regular communication with its 

stakeholders. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The Company invests in considerable resources to develop and 
maintain strong relationships with different stakeholder groups. The 
public, Allstars, investors, the Government and all of Capital A’s 
business partners, play an important role in its continuing success as a 
low-cost airline. To ensure consistency in the conveyance of 
information, the Company has established a few departments to 
interface with its various stakeholders. 
 
The Global Affairs & Government Relations Department designs and 
advocates for policies that advance the Company’s objectives in the 
areas of aviation, digital, trade and tourism to governments, 
international organisations, business associations and academia. 
 
On Capital A’s website, the Company has an Investor Relations page 
which provides all relevant information on the Company and is updated 
regularly. It enhances Investor Relations by including notices, minutes 
and slide presentations of the AGM and Extraordinary General (“EGM”) 
Meetings as well as copies of annual reports and circulars to 
shareholders, where applicable, for the benefit of shareholders who are 
unable to attend the AGM or EGM. To facilitate stakeholders’ 
understanding of the Company with respect to its business and its 
policies on governance, the Company has placed various documents 
pertaining to the organisation, Board and senior management, 
corporate governance, policies, charters, terms of references as well as 
other corporate information on its website for easy reference. 
 
The Group Communications department through the Newsroom page 
on the Company’s website, makes available official corporate 
announcements, including media releases, statements, as well as travel 
advisories to the media and the public as a whole. 
 
The ‘Contact’ page on Capital A’s website provides shareholders with 
the email address for contacting Capital A and the contact details for 
investor relations (aagb_ir@airasia.com) through which they can direct 
enquiries on investor related matters. 
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Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

There is continuous communication between the company and stakeholders to facilitate 

mutual understanding of each other’s objectives and expectations.  

 

Stakeholders are able to make informed decisions with respect to the business of the 

company, its policies on governance, the environment and social responsibility. 

 

Practice 12.2 

Large companies are encouraged to adopt integrated reporting based on a globally 

recognised framework. 

 

Application : Departure 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

:  

Explanation for 
departure 

: The Company takes an incremental approach towards integrated 
reporting and is gradually moving towards a more integrated approach 
of reporting. 
 

The Company continuously enhances its annual report in order to 
improve its communication with its stakeholders with regards to the 
Group’s financial results, business performance and operations of the 
Group. The information disclosed in the annual report is in line with 
current regulatory and statutory guidelines as well as fundamental 
elements which underpin integrated reporting. 
 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure : The Company will monitor market developments and progressively 
move towards a more integrated approach of reporting by 
incorporating more content elements and guiding principles in line with 
the Integrated Reporting Framework. 
 

Timeframe : Within 3 years  
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Intended Outcome 

Shareholders are able to participate, engage the board and senior management effectively 

and make informed voting decisions at General Meetings. 

 

Practice 13.1 

Notice for an Annual General Meeting should be given to the shareholders at least 28 days 

prior to the meeting. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The notice of the Company’s Fourth AGM held on 22 July 2021 was 
circulated to the shareholders on 31 May 2021 in accordance with the 
requirements in Practice 13.1 of the MCCG. This allows the 
shareholders to make the necessary arrangements to attend and 
participate remotely in person or through corporate representatives, 
proxies or attorneys. It also enables the shareholders to consider the 
resolutions and make an informed decision in exercising their voting 
rights at the general meeting. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Shareholders are able to participate, engage the board and senior management effectively 

and make informed voting decisions at General Meetings. 

 

Practice 13.2 

All directors attend General Meetings. The Chair of the Audit, Nominating, Risk Management 

and other committees provide meaningful response to questions addressed to them. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: At the AGM of the Company, there will be a brief presentation on the 
Group’s performance for the year and future prospects. The Executive 
Chairman, all Committee chairmen and the CEO will be present to hear 
shareholders’ views and answer their questions. Shareholders are 
encouraged to participate in the proceedings and engage with the 
Board and senior management. Extracts of the minutes of the AGM are 
available on Capital A’s website. 
 
In order to curb the spread of COVID-19, the Fourth AGM of Capital A 
was held fully virtually via live streaming with remote participation and 
voting facilities (“RPV”) on 22 July 2021. All members of the Board were 
present remotely at the Fourth AGM to respond to questions posted by 
the shareholders or proxies. Amongst the Board members present were 
four (4) Directors comprising the Chairmen of the AC, RMSC, SRB and 
NRC. This goes to support the Board’s accountability for its stewardship 
of the Company. In addition to the Directors, the CEO, senior 
management and external auditors were also in attendance at the 
Fourth AGM to respond to questions posted by the shareholders or 
proxies via the RPV. 
 
The proceedings of the Fourth AGM included a power-point 
presentation on an overview of the Group’s activities throughout 2020, 
the presentation of the audited financial statements together with the 
Reports of the Directors and Auditors for the financial year ended 31 
December 2020, and a Question and Answer session during which the 
Board and senior management answered questions posted by the 
Minority Shareholders Watch Group (MSWG) and the shareholders or 
proxies via the RPV and live participation at the virtual AGM, before 
putting any resolution to vote. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  
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Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Shareholders are able to participate, engage the board and senior management effectively 

and make informed voting decisions at General Meetings. 

 

Practice 13.3 

Listed companies should leverage technology to facilitate– 

• voting including voting in absentia; and 

• remote shareholders’ participation at general meetings. 

 

Listed companies should also take the necessary steps to ensure good cyber hygiene 

practices are in place including data privacy and security to prevent cyber threats. 

 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: As part of the measures taken by the Company to curb the spread of 
COVID-19 and taking into consideration the paramount safety and well-
being of the shareholders of the Company, the Fourth AGM of the 
Company was held on 22 July 2021 as a fully virtual meeting via live 
streaming and online RPV provided by Tricor Investor & Issuing House 
Services Sdn. Bhd. (“TIIHS”) via its TIIH Online website. 
 
This was also in line with the revised Guidance Note on the Conduct of 
General Meetings for Listed Issuers issued by the Securities Commission 
Malaysia on 16 July 2020 (including any amendments that were made 
from time to time). 
 
All members of the Board were present remotely via RPV, and the 
shareholders and proxies were invited and encouraged to participate 
remotely at the Fourth AGM via the RPV provided by TIIHS. 
 
The voting process at the Fourth AGM was conducted by online remote 
voting via the RPV facilities, and the results of the votes were scrutinised 
by an independent scrutineer. The EGMs held by the Company in 2021 
were also held fully virtually from an online meeting platform in 
Malaysia, and the voting process was conducted via the RPV facilities 
provided by TIIHS. The minutes of the Fourth AGM and EGMs held in 
2021 are also available on Capital A’s website at 
https://capitala.airasia.com/agm_egm.html  
 
The Company will continue to leverage technology and tools to enhance 
the quality of its shareholder engagement and facilitate further 
participation by shareholders at its general meetings. 
 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

https://capitala.airasia.com/agm_egm.html
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Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Shareholders are able to participate, engage the board and senior management effectively 

and make informed voting decisions at General Meetings. 

 

Practice 13.4 

The Chairman of the board should ensure that general meetings support meaningful 

engagement between the board, senior management and shareholders. The engagement 

should be interactive and include robust discussion on among others the company’s financial 

and non-financial performance as well as the company’s long-term strategies. Shareholders 

should also be provided with sufficient opportunity to pose questions during the general 

meeting and all the questions should receive a meaningful response. 

 

Note: The explanation of adoption of this practice should include a discussion on measures 
undertaken to ensure the general meeting is interactive, shareholders are provided with sufficient 
opportunity to pose questions and the questions are responded to. 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: At the AGM of the Company, there will be a brief presentation on the 
Group’s performance for the year and future prospects. The Executive 
Chairman, all Committee chairmen and the CEO will be present to hear 
shareholders’ views and answer their questions. Shareholders are 
encouraged to participate in the proceedings and engage with the 
Board and senior management. Extracts of the minutes of the AGM are 
available on Capital A’s website. 
 
At the EGMs held by the Company, there will be a presentation on the 
summary of the proposal(s) tabled to the shareholders for 
consideration and salient matters pertaining to the proposal(s) are 
highlighted to enable the shareholders to make an informed decision 
on their voting for the proposed resolution(s). The Executive Chairman, 
all Committee chairmen and the CEO will be present to hear 
shareholders’ views and answer their questions. Shareholders are 
encouraged to participate in the proceedings and engage with the 
Board and senior management. Extracts of the minutes of the EGM are 
available on Capital A’s website. 
 
In ensuring that general meetings support meaningful engagement 
between the Board, senior management and shareholders, the Board 
provides shareholders with sufficient opportunity to pose questions 
prior to and during the general meeting(s). The Board and senior 
management will endeavour to answer all questions from shareholders 
or proxies during the general meeting(s). If some questions cannot be 
answered during the general meeting(s) due to time constraint, the 
answers to those questions would be emailed to the respective 
shareholders or proxies as soon as possible after the general 
meeting(s). 
 
The responses to questions from shareholders or proxies are reviewed 
by the senior management, CEO and Board, where applicable, to ensure 
that all relevant questions receive a meaningful response.  
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Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Shareholders are able to participate, engage the board and senior management effectively 

and make informed voting decisions at General Meetings. 

 

Practice 13.5 

The board must ensure that the conduct of a virtual general meeting (fully virtual or hybrid) 

support meaningful engagement between the board, senior management and shareholders. 

This includes having in place the required infrastructure and tools to support among others, a 

smooth broadcast of the general meeting and interactive participation by shareholders. 

Questions posed by shareholders should be made visible to all meeting participants during 

the meeting itself. 

 

Note: The explanation of adoption of this practice should include a discussion on measures 
undertaken to ensure the general meeting is interactive, shareholders are provided with sufficient 
opportunity to pose questions and the questions are responded to. Further, a listed issuer should also 
provide brief reasons on the choice of the meeting platform. 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: During the Financial Year, the Company had conducted its AGM and 
EGMs via online participation and remote voting with RPV. The 
Administrative Notes which set out the details of the fully virtual AGM 
and EGMs were published on the Company’s corporate website to 
facilitate the process for shareholders to register and remotely 
participate and vote at the general meetings via RPV. The RPV facilities 
enable the shareholders to exercise their right as members of the 
Company to remotely participate and vote by logging in to the online 
meeting portal provided by TIIHS via its TIIH Online Website. 
 
In ensuring that general meetings support meaningful engagement 
between the Board, senior management and shareholders, the Board 
provides shareholders with sufficient opportunity to pose questions 
prior to and during the general meeting(s). The Board and senior 
management will endeavour to answer all questions from shareholders 
or proxies during the general meeting(s) and all such questions are 
made visible to all meeting participants during the meeting itself. If 
some questions cannot be answered during the general meeting(s) due 
to time constraint, the answers to those questions would be emailed to 
the respective shareholders or proxies as soon as possible after the 
general meeting(s). 
 
The responses to questions from shareholders or proxies are reviewed 
by the senior management, CEO and Board, where applicable, to ensure 
that all relevant questions receive a meaningful response. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  
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Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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Intended Outcome 

Shareholders are able to participate, engage the board and senior management effectively 

and make informed voting decisions at General Meetings. 

 

Practice 13.6 

Minutes of the general meeting should be circulated to shareholders no later than 30 business 

days after the general meeting. 

 

Note: The publication of Key Matters Discussed is not a substitute for the circulation of minutes of 
general meeting. 

Application : Applied 

Explanation on 
application of the 
practice 

: The minutes of EGMs and Fourth AGM of the Company held in 2021 
were published on the Company’s website not later than 30 business 
days after the respective general meetings, in accordance with Practice 
13.6 of the MCCG. 

Explanation for 
departure 

:  

 

Large companies are required to complete the columns below. Non-large companies are encouraged 
to complete the columns below. 

Measure :  

Timeframe :   
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SECTION B – DISCLOSURES ON CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICES PERSUANT 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE GUIDELINES ISSUED BY BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA 

Disclosures in this section are pursuant to Appendix 4 (Corporate Governance Disclosures) 

of the Corporate Governance Guidelines issued by Bank Negara Malaysia. This section is 

only applicable for financial institutions or any other institutions that are listed on the Exchange 

that are required to comply with the above Guidelines. 

 

Not Applicable. 
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